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Here are some key facts that you may not know about competing multiple offers: 

• It is the Seller’s sole decision whether to inform you if there are competing offers.  

• Sellers are not obligated to consider offers in the order they are received.

• The Seller is not obligated to counter every - or any - offer.

• Sellers, and their agents at their discretion, may disclosure to other buyers the existence 
and terms of your offer without your permission.

• There is more to an offer than price.  A full price - or even over asking price - offer is not a 
guarantee of acceptance. A Seller may choose to accept a lower price if other terms - such 
as financing or settlement date, or even deposits - are better aligned with the Seller's own 
priorities for the sale.

• The house is still on the market during your negotiations.  Another offer may be 
considered and even accepted by the Seller while in negotiation with you.  Don't make 
assumptions about your offer being "the best". 

• There are advantages and disadvantages to various negotiation strategies.  At Sue 
Fitzgerald Fine Homes, you can expect our experienced team to guide and advise you, 

letting you know the "pros and cons" - including possible advantages and risks - of various 
options.  The final decision, however, is yours to make based on your own goals and 

priorities for your purchase.

If you are considering purchasing a home this spring, 
contact our team to help make your real estate dreams a reality! 




